CRIME SCENE DOSSIER FROM VENICE

CRIME SCENE DOSSIER FROM VENICE!
Click here if you are unable to see the pictures

Newsletter subscribers only
Nancy continues to research the facts her next case, Nancy Drew(R): The Phantom
of Venice, releasing July 2008. View the trailer and see screenshots.
Prudence Rutherford has asked the Italian police to seek Nancy's help in
comprehending Il Fantasma (The Phantom) - a masked thief. Below is the lineup of
suspects from the concept sketch artist - which one of them is donning the
Brighella mask and stealing Venice's most valuable treasures?

Suspect Dossiers
La Contessa Margherita Fauberg
Recently widowed, Margherita inherited a large sum of money after her husband passed away and purchased
the Ca Nascosta to cement her status as a Venetian socialite. Her frivolous spending habits may have
caused her to fall upon hard times, and she would do anything to stay in her elite circle of wealthy friends including the theft and sale of priceless artifacts?
Colin Baxter
Colin, a handsome art restorer, is restoring the Ca Nascosta for very little money, even though he’s one of
the best in his field. He claims to love art and works for near nothing because it is his passion. His job
allows him to gain access to valuable artifacts, making him the perfect candidate for the thefts. Would he
steal the treasures and sell them on the black market?
Helena Berg
Helena specializes in reporting high profile crimes. She covered the bust of the infamous Machiano Crime
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Syndicate and traveled to Venice to report on the recent thefts. Ambitious and calculating, Helena is
extremely knowledgeable about the failures and successes of crime rings, but is she telling everything she
knows, or does she have her own agenda?
Enrico Tazza
Originally a member of the Machiano Crime Syndicate and a guard for stolen goods, Enrico escaped jail time
because the police could never find the items he supposedly guarded. Now Enrico runs a private club called
the Casa dei Giochi (House of Cards), but is it just a front for another crime ring? After all, he has the
connections and the knowledge to steal the artifacts, so what’s stopping him?
Antonio Fango
The prime suspect in the case, Mr. Fango installed modern conveniences for the houses where priceless
artifacts were stolen. Tech savvy Antonio knows his way around security systems and may be
communicating with the crime ring. Unfortunately, authorities have no evidence against him. Is he
committing crimes so perfectly that no clues are left behind?

Our digital store will offer the Nancy Drew PC game series soundtracks soon!
Additionally, you can also download games and strategy guides without waiting
for shipping or leaving your house. This is also a great option if you need help
immediately from the strategy guides or live outside of the US.
Check the 'Dare to Play' blog for more information about The Phantom of Venice
and behind-the-scenes information. If you haven't played Legend of the Crystal
Skull and The White Wolf of Icicle Creek yet, order online at
www.HerInteractive.com or look for the games in all major retailers.
Dare to PlayTM
Her Interactive
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